


MYSTICAL  
-stars, flowers, evil eyes, 

moons, coral

Gems and Rhinestones 




HUGGIES: 
-Fun charm huggies for mix n 

matching. 



Statement Novelty Bracelet sets and 
Necklaces  

-Fun bracelets and necklaces with 
beading 


(can include shells, seed bead, plastic 
beads, jump cord, enamel charms, fun 

beads, rhinestone



SHELLS & BEADS 
-Mixed Pearls and Beads


-Layered Necklaces with mixed 
materials and chains



90s Style

-ACRYLIC SHAPES 
-CHUNKY RINGS 
-PEARLS 
-90S ICONS 
-CLAY ICONS / 
FRUITS 
-SEEDBEAD 



DIY KITS & GIFTING 
Shoe charms, laces 

charms, DIY bracelets, 
friendship icon gifting,

Mask/glasses chains, 

keychains



COLOR PALLETE 
- Bright tones that uplift you and 

bring us together - 
uncomplicated and heart felt.




STATEMENT 
- Multi textured large & bright 

statement pieces

Materials include: seed bead, 
yarn, leather, metals, shells, 

enamel, icons




Metals mixed with 
charms 

-Nautical, hearts, stars, 
flowers, evil eyes, moons, 

coral, 



LEATHER 
Leather shapes with mixed 

materials, patterns and styles. 
Printed patterns on leather. 


SHAPES 
Metal and acrylic shapes




SEMI PRECIOUS 
- Polished and raw stones mixed with rosary beading,metals & chains. 

Charms and pendants.  Layered bracelets and statement neckalces. 



Thick Chains 
Chunky chains with 

big closures

Mixed Materials 
Woods and metals 

mixed

Hoops 
Classic hoops with 
different textures 

and styles

Mixed 
Metals 
Mixed 

metals in 
earrings 

and chains

Pave 
Pave mixed in with metals. Pave 

closures, huggies and hoops



Organic shaped beads 
With semi precious stones and glass 

beads



Sentiments 
Verbiage necklaces & 

braclets 

Postive messages 


Words of affirmation



Shells 
Shells, beads & sea 

charms mixed in 
with metals.




Printing on hoops 

Garden floral / Femme 
Vintage lockets, pearls, hearts and 
metals. Floral patterns and prints, 

floral shapes 



CLIPS 
Acrylic, printed icon, 

sparkle/gems, 
shaped, and textured 

claw clips 

CLIPS 
Multi mini clips 
example: mini 
butterfly clips.


  



Towel scrunchies Patterned printed 
icons  

Updated texture 
colored scunchies   

Pattern blocking scrunchies 

Everyday Basic Scrunchies    



Bright Patterend headscarf 

Dainty headband  
-Rhinestones 

- Colored Pearls & beads 



HAIR TIES: 
-Bright colored stretch ties 

-Bulb ties  
-Coil Ties  

-Soft fabric ties 


